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Your Go-To Guide for Being an Ally 🌈

the Roadmap to 

TM



Hello, changemakers and fashionable allies-in-the-
making! Rocking that 'Support Queer Students' tee?
Awesome! But embracing the ally journey goes
beyond rocking a statement piece. Let's delve into
creating a safe space and becoming an all-star ally,
one action at a time. 💪🌈

1. Know the Issues 🧐 

Awareness is step one. Understand the challenges
and triumphs of the LGBTQI+ community. Familiarize
yourself with the issues queer students face, from
bullying to representation in curricula.

(Trivia Time! 🌟: Can you name a recent news story
about LGBTQI+ rights in education?)



It's one thing to wear a shirt; it's another to embody
its message. 

Attend LGBTQI+ events, join support groups, or even
lend an ear to someone in need. 

Genuine support is always felt.

(Have you recently supported an LGBTQI+ cause or
individual? Share your heartwarming story! ❤)

2. Support with Heart ❤



GLSEN Resources - A goldmine for anyone keen
on LGBTQI+ issues in education. Dive in!
Pink News - A news website that covers LGBTQ+
news from the UK and worldwide

Dive deep into LGBTQI+-inclusive education. From
books to documentaries, the world is brimming with
knowledge waiting to be soaked up. Stay curious,
stay informed.

(Any book or documentary recommendations for
fellow readers? Comment below! 🎥📖)

Keep an eye on: 

3. Educate to Elevate 📚



Voice matters! Challenge discriminatory norms,
promote inclusive policies, and stand against
oppression. Your 'Support Queer Students' merch is
a symbol; let it represent your advocacy.

(Share an instance when you advocated for LGBTQI+
rights. Your story might inspire someone today! 🌈)

4. Advocate Like a Pro 📢



Exploring LGBTQI+ issues is about more than just
absorbing information; it's about understanding
diverse stories and perspectives. Don't just stick to
popular resources. Sometimes, the most
enlightening pieces are hidden gems waiting to be
discovered. Remember, an inclusive ally is an
informed ally.

Have a go-to resource or a personal favorite that
expanded your horizons? We'd love to hear from you.
Share them with us, and let's make this journey of
learning richer together!

5. Resources Galore!



Glossary of LGBT-Related Terms - Language
evolves, and so should we. Get acquainted with the
terms. Understand the difference between 'gender
identity' and 'sexual orientation,' for instance.

(Pop Quiz! How many LGBTQI+ terms can you define
without googling? Test your knowledge! 🌈)

6. Learn the Lingo 🗣



So there you go, future allies! A roadmap that's not
just about wearing your heart on your sleeve, but
putting your heart into action. The road might be
challenging, but with passion and persistence,
you're set to make a world of difference!

Your journey begins, and remember, every step
counts. Here's to making campuses more inclusive,
one ally at a time! 🌈❤🧡💛💚💙💜

(Taking your first step or already miles ahead? Drop
a '🌈' in the comments to signal your commitment to
the cause.)

In Conclusion: 
Your Ally Journey Starts Now! 🚀


